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Abstract. The implementation of cache systems in the computing model 
of HEP experiments enables to accelerate access to hot data sets by 
scientists, opening new scenarios of data distribution and enable to exploit 
the paradigm of storage-less sites. In this work, we present a study for the 
creation of an http data-federation ecosystem with caching functionality. 
We created plug-in integrated in the logic of a DPM Storage, able to 
reproduce a cache behaviour, taking advantage from the new feature 
introduced in the last version of Disk Pool Manager, called volatile-pool. 
Then we used Dynafed as lightweight federation system to aggregate a set 
of standard Grid Storage together with the caching system. With the 
designed setup, clients asking for a file present on the Data-Grid are 
automatically redirected to the cache, if the cache is the closest storage, 
thanks to the action of the geo-plugin run by Dynafed. As proof of the 
concept, we tested the whole system in a controlled environment within the 
Belle II computing infrastructure using a set of files located in production 
Storage Elements. Preliminary results demonstrate the proper functionality 
of the logic and encourage continuing the work.  

1 Introduction  

The usage of HTTP and WebDAV as access protocols is becoming a popular 
investigation topic within High Energy Physics experiments. Today all most used storage 
technologies provide such kind of support, allowing to exploit a set of new setup, even 
thanks to the availability of new tools and software created to take advantage of the specific 
features of HTTP. Among them, Dynafed[1] developed at CERN, represents one of the 
emerging technologies to easily federate distributed endpoints presenting them as a single 
namespace. The mount point is accessible via HTTP/WebDAV, offering at the same time a 
very effective user-experience.  

Another helping tool for testing and investigate new storage setup is provided by the 
DPM (Disk Pool Manager)[2-3] which recently offers a new feature called Volatile Pool. 
Such feature allows a Storage Element (SE) admin to create special storage area, providing 
cache-like behaviour driven by custom scripts that can retrieve file from external resources. 

Tools just described allow promoting a more dynamic way to use distributed storage 
resources that goes beyond the simple change of the access protocol. However, in order to 
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really integrate those technologies in the computing model of an HEP experiment, we must 
proof that all mentioned tools could be properly used by the experiment framework, 
supporting each step of a job workflow. 

In this paper, we propose an implementation that combines Dynafed lightweight 
federator together with the DPM volatile pools for the realization of an HTTP-ecosystem 
with caching support. 

As proof of concept, we created a testing setup in the contest of Belle II experiment [4], 
implementing all the needed modification in the DIRAC framework to host properly the 
federator and managing the caching system. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follow: in section 2 we summarize the state of the 
art, in section 3 we present the designed model and the expected feature. In section 4 we 
show the implementation of the caching system. Section 5 contains some early state tests, 
section 6 the integration in DIRAC. Finally, in section 7 we summarize our work and 
discuss the conclusions. 

2 Related works 

Furano et al. have presented the idea of an HTTP-ecosystem in the paper [5]; more 
specifically in this work they introduce new features offered by DaviX library which has 
been presented as first building block to use http-endpoints properly in HEP computing 
models.  

Dynafed, as a new tool for data federation has been presented in [1] and its usage is 
became quickly very popular in the contest of WLCG communities [6]. In addition we 
quote the literature related to the investigation for the deployment of new caching systems 
and their relative integration in applicative workflows, some works has been presented in 
the context of different experiment like ATLAS and CMS [6][7]. We started our 
investigation from those works, by designing a model that create an http-ecosystem in 
federated environment with cache support through an unedited setup which combine 
Dynafed and DPM Volatile pools. Starting from our testbed, we tried as well to define a 
model. 

 

3 The designed model and the proposed implementation 

Our model can be represented with a four layers stack (figure 1) in which the bottom 
layer is represented by the set of distributed storage, that can be accessed directly or 
through the cache layer. Then the federation layer is responsible to create a single 
namespace and to redirect clients against the most convenient storage for each file request. 
Finally the application layer include the family of all applicative software that want to 
access to the data grid. 

The realization of this model is possible thanks to the availability of several tools, 
which implement caching and federation features as summarized in section 2. As proof of 
the concept, we created a first testbed in the context of Belle II experiment. More 
specifically we implemented each layer using a set of already existing components 
combined with a new setup: At application level, we have gbasf2, the command line client 
for submitting grid-based Belle II jobs, then we used Dynafed as federator, DPM Volatile 
Pool as caching system and Belle II production storage at lowest level.  
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Fig. 1 On the left we show the model stack, while on the right we present the testbed implementation 
 

4 The Belle II Testbed 

The testbed implements all the layers described in the figure 2 using technologies 
already known in the context of Belle II experiment. One of the core component is 
DPM/DMLite installation which implements the cache layer taking advantage of the 
Volatile Pool features. The DPM is running over three bare metal servers: one acting as 
head node e two as disk nodes hosting the data pool for the permanent storage and the data 
pool for the volatile storage which provides cache-like features for total storage area of 
160TB. In order to get all the latest features DPM version > 1.10.0 has been used. All the 
servers are connected to a 10Gb/s LAN and have access to a 20Gb/s WAN.  
 

 
Fig. 2 - Overall testbed architecture. 
 

As federation layer, we used the Belle II testing instance of the Dynafed server 
running in Napoli since 2016. It currently integrates 19 production storage that cover about 
the 75% of Belle II endpoints with all the main technologies represented: dCache, DPM and 
STORM. The table 1 shows the list of all endpoints aggregated in our testbed. 
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Table 1 – List of belle II storage aggregated by the Dynafed server in Napoli 
 

The cache logic has been implemented with the help of some scripts, which are 
triggered by the volatile pools (Fig. 3). Each request to the volatile pool, either a stat or a 
get request, triggers the script on the head node that resolves the URL of one of the remote 
storage that has the dataset using Dynafed itself, then checks if the requested path is a file 
or a directory and reply to the client consequently. The module retrieves as well the size of 
the file to output proper metadata. 
 

 
Fig. 3 - Sequence diagram of the cache logic with the federator. A http client requests a dataset to the 
federator, which routes it to the Volatile Pool. This request triggers the file retrieval from the grid, so 
the client can download the dataset needed. 

 
The disk node acts only in consequence of a get request. More specifically when a 

dataset that is not yet in the cache is requested, a helper script is triggered. With the same 
logic as the script in the head node, the disk node resolves the URL of a remote replica 
using Dynafed and starts the download from the data grid. While the transfer is in process, 
the volatile pool returns the 202 HTTP status code (accepted) to the client, asking it to wait 
for the file to be ready. Common file transfer clients and libraries, used in grid 
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environment, manage the 202 status code. For example davix or gfal when get such status 
code, will retry the download after n-seconds (retry delay) up to max_retry attempts. 
Since the volatile pool is acting properly as a cache, as soon as it is populated, clients can 
download directly from it. 
 
 
5 Testing the main functionalities  
 
 As preliminary test, we downloaded from an User Interface in Naples a set of Belle II 
files, stored in three different continents: Europe, Asia and America. Were used 
respectively the sites CESNET, KEK and UVic that host Belle II storage (figure 4). Each 
file set is downloaded three times as follow using gfal-copy command: 
 

 File Download using the direct link to the remote storage 
 File Download using Dynafed with Cold cache 
 File Download using Dynafed with Warm cache 

 
Tests have been performed using files of 1GB size.  

 

Fig. 4 - Schema of the test. The user located in Naples download a set of remote files accessing via 
Dynafed. Thanks to the geo-Plugin, the client is redirect against the volatile pool, which retrieves 
the file from the source before serving it. 

 
 Test results show that the testbed is acting as expected from a storage cache, with 
similar transfer throughput between direct download and from the empty cache and a 
substantial speed-up when the cache is already loaded with the requested dataset (figure 5). 
To be noted that the throughput is calculated with gross times, which include waiting and 
initialization times and protocols overheads, indeed the aim is to evaluate the actual system 
performance and not the single transfer throughput. 
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Fig. 5 - Download speed in Mbit/s in the three cases: Direct Access, Empty Cache and Worm Cache. 

 
6 Integration in Belle II DIRAC  
 
In order to properly use the implemented model with gbasf2, we had to integrate it in the 
Belle II framework for job management, which is based on DIRAC. It required a non-
standard registration for storage. For each http endpoint involved in our testbed, we 
decoupled read and write configuration by using the storage hostname in case of writing 
and Dynafed hostname in case of file access. 
In that way gbasf2 jobs, that access to storage via DIRAC, will access to the federation 
layer for reading while they will use the direct access to storage for writing. This specific 
setup was needed in order to be compliant with all the components currently used in the 
Belle II data model, including file catalogue, metadata catalogue client and file registration 
procedure. 
 
Using the DIRAC Validation server of Belle II provided by PNNL, we was able to submit 
jobs via gbasf2, taking advantage from the full http-ecosystem stack, federation and cache 
included. 
As representative test we replicated some datasets in a storage in KEK registered in DIRAC 
as KEK-DAVS-SE and then we ran a set of analysis job on cloud resources located in 
Europe using Helix Nebula Science Cloud infrastructure (figure 6). In each job the input 
files has been read via Dynafed, using the volatile pool feature as well, experiencing the 
caching effect. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 - Picture shows some jobs done over the Belle II Validation Server using the http-ecosystem 
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7 Conclusions and future works  
 
In this work, we created a model for a federate http-ecosystem with cache support, meeting 
the challenges of configuring it with existing tools and integrating it into an existing 
experiment framework. 
The creation of a testbed has been possible thanks to an early adoption of DPM Volatile 
Pool in combination with Dynafed with a setup never adopted before. The whole system 
allowed us to proof the feasibility of our approach as test results has shown and at the same 
time has offered occasion to develop new ideas for further investigation. 
 
Moreover, the integration of the designed http-ecosystem in the Belle II DIRAC Validation 
Server has represented a first step to evaluate the impact in introducing such innovation in 
an already established experiment framework. Even if additional works are needed to 
achieve a full understanding of all possible implication, tests done offer more than a hint 
about the possible direction to be followed in order to use the designed platform with 
reasonable and sustainable efforts.  
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